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Abstract 

The nature of this study arises after the completion of the research 

plan that is organized in three chapters preceded by an introduction and 

preapprehension followed by a conclusion where the most prominent 

findings reported in this study and a list of  research sources and  it's 

references. 

This preapprehension came on two sections : the first one of it 

allocated Al-Suyooti life and his impact and the other section is the 

definition of brocade book .The first chapter it addressed the acoustic 

and morphological topics which are rounded up due  to the lack of  sonic 

material found by the brocade so The acoustic topics were four topics I 

addressed in the first study prod achieve and facilitating ,in the second 

study I addressed delete na easing ,in the third study I addressed 

Cannibalization, in the forth topic I addressed cessation 

 The morphological topics  were also four topics , where  I 

addressed in the first study cracking collections  ,In the second study I 

addressed miniaturization, in third study I addressed what came on non 

measuring which are the utmost multitudes (passive) and zoom out 

(Fieolh) and  In the fourth study I addressed the morphological  

Prosecution. 

The second chapter I addressed  the grammatical  topics were four  

topics .In the first study I addressed Almerfoat, In the second study I 

addressed Al mouncobat, In the third study I addressed the genitive,  In 

the fourth study I addressed the verbs and tools.  

In the third chapter  I addressed the  semantic topics  which are 

six topics .In the first study  I addressed the  connotation lexical ,In the 

second study I  addressed the differences in language , in the third study 

I addressed the contrast, in the fourth study I addressed the allocation of 

connotation, in the fifth study I addressed the expressed and the 

outsider , in the six study I addressed semantic development . 
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It can display the most important findings in this research 

* In the issue of achieving prod and facilitating commentator was a 

compromise between the people of the Hijaz and Tamim 

* The research  proved that the formula of actions and verbs  sometimes 

comes to frequent and sometimes come for a few depending on the 

context 

* Commentator opinion output contrast to the views of grammarians 

and commentators in the meaning (or) as reports of threats and 

intimidation and this sense never stop by among linguists. 

 

 


